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Unplatitudes

It's a very long idea to think of all you've done.

With very heavy sound not meant to hear—is of the falling down, as ip makes

everything undone.

It's a rather long idea to think of all you've done.

Withbuild this heavy-handed, not-to-hear;

It's more than something summed.

But not even making of the sound? Keep up with this!

To hear it now, as it makes everything undone.

All rattle away. .
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Quorum Sensing for Cultural Memory-Nostalgia of the Young

Remember all those days you were young with chances up to take
I
split?

Whatever it was in you, know.

Exponential sun wash over.

You're with vastness going dry, the Great Game speeded up.

With vastness going dry—the plume is out, exhaled, mixed up in the matter.

Remember all those days you were young with goodness in your soul? Speak,

Whatever it was in you, it's myriad.

The Spectacle to Distract

These dinner parties make me sick, so I'm running in the opposite direction.

While picking off" many layers of clothing,

No longer at whose clocks are frivolous.

And it's a day when I feel like running away with everything melting instilled,

It's everything that I wish.

With markers and confines and clear-felled rights, non-subtle nudging into the

middle—it never was a question, non-tangible; but rather, "All for this way

that has got no future."

And it's a day, another day of going this way.

With everything melting instilled, it's everything that I wish.

Awayfrom the spectacle distract.





Imbue

There you are.

You seem so loud.

Among everything.

Come over here and I'll stab you into the heart.

Not one ringer.

I'll stab you into the heart.

There is nothing I'll stop at once you get in and press up,

I'll stab you into the heart.

The children buzz, the weather runs after them,

their eyes avert from the bubbles of monocolour made of every colour.

Not one finger on us—we'll stab you into the heart.

There is nothing we'll stop at once you get in and press up,

We'll stab you into the heart...







Anthropocene
noun

1. The Anthropocene—the present geological epoch, from the time of the Industrial

Revolution onwards, during which humans* [sic] have had a substantiative global

impact on the natural world.

* Which humans?

HINT: Dominant Culture.

Although still dialectically incorrect and still fatally flawed in definition and epistemology, the title Some kind

ofAnthropocene attempts to mark this distinction, in short form—that it is not only incorrect and flawed, but

arrogant, narcissistic and brash to subsume innate human beings as a whole into the culpability for the

substantiative global impact on the natural world—especially as we know that it is the humans of this culture,

this dominant culture, and the lived ideological hegemony of its Great Death Urge (the commodification of

life, the conversion of the living to the dead); of infinite growth on a finite planet; of the love of an economic

system and technology and science that is, in fact, causing the 'substantiative global impact on the natural

world,' amongst many other things and beings. This is not human nature, it's not humanity. It's an old story.

It's the control of the many by the few. The few who are sociopaths with great power. They are not and have

never been the collective us. It didn't and doesn't have to be this way. Let's get to work...













The River Song

The river's in a fish but there's no fish in the river.

And I'm standing at the edge,

My choice is getting entrenched,

I'm ready with the ridges and the seeds.

I'm ready. .

.

Because it's killing this stream,

Do you know what that means?

It's killing everyone, everything.

You're not crazy, it's the culture.

You're not insane, this is the minds of the insane.

You're not dreaming, don't be of the believing.

The culpable stick out,

The pride of the achieving.

Thinner than ever though the line is really beaming this time.

I'm not afraid because I'm listening to the feeling,

Standing in this moment with all the pieces of the world,

I am to fight it out.

Because it's killing this stream,

Do you know what that means?

It means we're taking matters into our own hands.

And together we'll see that the river runs free,

It's more important than you and me.





I'm not itching at my sores, but they keep on coming back.

It might not get well.

"But it's only water," you keep saying while it's storming and we turn to see.

It's storming and as all the droplets collect, It goes on and on...

All wound up, I'm in each one, falling like a plum into a red sploshy fruit on the floor.

Little boats sailing the street,

Now it's all so clear.



. Notes

This album was written, performed, recorded and mixed by Jordan Brown over the many on-and-ofF

months spanning May 201 1 to September 2014, in the many on-and-off rooms of a former lingerie factory

with asbestos roof on Pitt St in so-called Brunswick, Melbourne—which is really Iramoo on Wurundjeri

land still under duress, never ceded...

Notable musical instruments were: real drum kit, real electric and acoustic guitar, real electric bass guitar,

real human voice, real upright piano, real shitty keyboard; unreal audiomulch, unreal electronic patch, and

the unreal hand icon inside the computer making use of all the above in simulation.*

Artworks for this record were graciously created alongside in both digital and analogue format by

Michelle Chorny, in collaboration—all with continued realisations that the natural world is indeed

phenomenally and perplexingly never-endingly beautiful and primary. Yet, the world burns and the

simulation turns, toxic-mimics. Ink drawings about this by Willow Darling; likewise, pencil tree and tree

stencils by Nathalie Crawford. A5 layout inspired by the good work of Becca Kellaway with amazing

construction ideas by Michelle Chorny—including the symbolic leaf and hessian screenprint. A very

heartfelt and extended thanks to all for your amazing work, generous sincerity and support.

Life was made more pleasant throughout the creation of this record by Antonietta Melideo, Rachel

Williams, Kyle Magee, Nathalie Crawford, Michelle Chorny, Joshua Lapham and Callum Bryant. Thank

you, and thank you all for your work, and for being alive; for being who you are.

And thankyou, dear listener and reader, for listening and reading; but most of all, for your attention span

in a world of perpetual distraction; devoid of appreciation to detail, real meaning, reflection, empathy,

understanding and contemplativeness. It is for you and these wonderful attributes that you hold, that this

record is dedicated to you and generations to come (while CD players and all this other shit still

exists—which of course isn't long, and indeed in our lifetimes, if not already). After that, we're all folklore.

Maybe then we'll sing for real again.

This record makes extensive use of equipments in the analogue, digital and petroleum age; as a testament

to the time, circumstances and myriad situational causality given. Consequently, please feel to write to this

e-mail address that may or may not exist five years from now: this(2)jore.cc .

I would love to get a letter from you.

Earnestly and with love,

Jore.

November 2i

* Indeed this whole recorded experience (upon playback) is itself simulacra and entirely insufficient. Though rest

assured I am made successively soberingly more humbled every day by the continued cyclical realising of how sad this is.

For we are all real living beings not in simulation, in a world that is seriously in drawdown from the extremely real

consequences of that very same simulation. The threat is existential. 'To see it, to save it, to love it.'






